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Abstract 
Ramanathan, G., Refinement of events in the development of real-time distributed systems, Theoret- 
ical Computer Science 133 (1994) 3077325. 
In this paper, the functional model given in (Alagar and Ramanathan, 1988, 1991) for the specifica- 
tion and verification of reactive systems is extended with nondeterministic choice operator and 
rejinement function for events. The conditions under which the choice operator preserves the 
precedence relation are derived and proved. Refinement of events is useful in deriving lower level 
specification from higher level specification, and refined events are shown to preserve the properties 
of the events they refine. Finally, we illustrate the usage of the formalism by giving the specification 
of a concurrency control algorithm for distributed databases. 
1. Introduction 
A real-time system must perform its functions within specified time limits. Typical 
examples of real-time systems are manufacturing systems, patient monitoring systems 
and telephony. An incorrect operation in these systems would result in enormous cost 
and danger, and hence a formal framework is required wherein these systems can be 
specified and analysed before implementation. Typically, the process of developing 
a real-time system requires several levels of specification, with each possessing differ- 
ent level of abstraction. A well-defined mapping between them would guarantee that 
the proven behavior of the system at the higher level specification is preserved at the 
lower level specification. 
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Modelling the behavior of concurrent and distributed systems has grown into one 
of the most challenging and vigorous areas of research within Computer Science. 
Most popular theories are Net Theory [19], Calculus of Communicating Systems 
[12], temporal logic [lo, 13,3] and Communicating Sequential Processes [6]. These 
formalisms have been extended to model real-time systems as well. They differ in the 
way in which concurrency and nondeterminism are expressed within the formalism, 
namely whether sequential non-determinism (interleaving semantics) or true concur- 
rency (partial order semantics) is used to describe concurrent actions. 
In this paper, we extend the formalism presented in our earlier work [l, 21 for the 
specification and verification of reactive systems with nondeterministic choice oper- 
ator and event refinement. 
In Section 2, basic concepts of event and time are introduced, and an overview of 
the functional formalism is presented. In Section 3, we introduce a choice operator 
within the formalism and prove the conditions under which the operator preserves the 
precedence relation. In Section 4, event refinement is defined and it is shown that the 
refined events preserve the properties of the events they refine. Finally, in Section 5, we 
give the specification of a concurrency control protocol. 
2. On event and time 
Recently, a large amount of work has been done on modeling concurrent systems. 
In many of the systems, concurrency is modeled by arbitrary interleaving of atomic 
actions. It is pointed out [14] that this approach has a severe drawback. Generally, 
events can be viewed as atomic in one level and structured at another (lower) level. 
When level of atomicity is changed, concurrency modeled using interleaving seman- 
tics causes problem. In [14], Pratt has remarked that it would be useful to have 
a theory of processes usable for events having a duration for structure, where a single 
event can be atomic from one point of view and compound from another point of 
view. The formalism presented in this paper caters to this need. The primitive objects 
in this model are formalized as events. An event is any activity that is considered as 
a conceptual entity in a chosen level of abstraction. Events are durational and time is 
continuous. The frequency and duration of event occurrences need not be a constant. 
By letting all durational events (duration may be zero for some events) in the model, 
a uniform semantic structure is imposed on the modeled objects. We let E denote all 
event names. For example, E may contain events on-hook, dial-digits, off-hook, 
line-busy, line-free, connect, ring-back, etc. in the context of modeling a telephone 
network; more general examples of events common to many database systems are 
send, receive and assign. It should be noted that event constants are different from 
event occurrences. The activities or the occurrence of events are subject to time 
constraints due to two important factors: there is an interaction with the environ- 
mental entities periodically; or, time is imposed by mutual exclusion, synchronization 
and ordering of the events. Thus “what is the effect of an event and when the event 
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causing the effect occurs” are important to be considered together. Although the entire 
sequence of event occurrences may be nonterminating, the individual events may be 
ideally viewed as happening continuously over piecewise continuous intervals. Hence 
we identify time I7 with R, the real line. To deal effectively with extreme cases, we let 
fi=Ru{~~}u{-co} and ~=FUu{O}u{+co). 
2.1. Basic concepts of event and time 
The set E is countable and its elements are names identifying the events that can 
happen in a system. In our model, an event eEE can occur any number of times; 
however, within a finite period of time, e can occur only finite number of times. 
Further, we do not restrict the durations of different occurrences of an event to be 
equal. This leads us to associate two sequences with each event - one indicating the 
chronological order of the starting time of its different occurrences and the other 
indicating the chronological order of the completion time of its different occurrences. 
Chronological completion time sequence need not correspond to the completion time 
of the occurrences denoted by starting time sequence. Hence, for each event e, we 
define a mapping P, from h to Q to map the indices of the chronological completion 
time sequence onto the indices of the sequence of completion times corresponding to 
the starting time sequence. More formally, we have the following definitions. 
Let ZNC={fJf: 6 +fi andf(n)>f(m), n>m}; 
that is, ZNC is the set of all nondecreasing functions from Q to fi. Let R G ZNC x ZNC, 
R = ((.f; g) I Vnc Q, f(n) < g(n)); i.e., (J; g)cR if f< g where the function comparison 
“G” is done pointwise. Define higher order functions TIME1 and TZMEz, 
TZMEj: E dZNC,j= 132 such that TZMEj(e)(O)= - c~,j= 1,2, TZMEj(e)(co)= + CO, 
j= 1,2, and ( TIME1 (e), TZME,(e))ER, eEE. The collection of triples ((e, TIME,(e), 
TZME,(e))JeEE} restricted by the relation R satisfy the following axioms: 
VU,VE~, O<u<v<co, and VegE, )Xl<co, (Yl<co, 
where 
X={klkeN, udTZME,(e)(k)<o}, 
Y=(k(kgN, u d TIME*(e)(k) < v}. 
This ensures that in every finite interval of time, there can only be finite number of 
initiations or completions for an event. 
We define a function P, : 6 -+ 6 with P,(O) = 0, P,(co) = co such that the composite 
function CTZMEz (e) = TIME2 (e)oP, denotes the sequence of completion times cor- 
responding to the sequence of initiation times in TIME1 (e). Both the time functions 
TIME, and TIME2 are infinitely supremum and infinitely infimum distributive 
functions, and it is shown in Cl73 that such functions admit inverses; the definitions of 
these inverse functions are given below. 
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l TIME1 (e) E COUNT1 (e): fi + i where COUNT1 (e)(t) is the number of initiations 
of e strictly before t. 
l TIME1 (e) = LCOUNT, (e): Z? + m where LCOUNT, (e)(t) is the number of initia- 
tions of e up to and including t. 
l ~ZME,(e)=COUNT,(e):fi+6 where COUNT,(e)(t)isthenumberofcompleted 
occurrences of e strictly before t. 
l TIME2 (e) s LCO UN T2 (e) : fi + h where LCO UN T2 (e)(t) is the number of com- 
pleted occurrences of e up to and including e. 
2.2. An algebraic structure for E 
We define a partial order relation “<” on E as follows: Two events e,fare related 
under the relation < iff 
[TIME,(e) 3 TIME,(f)] A [CTZME,(e) > CTZME,(f)]. 
Relation d characterizes overlapping events. Strict precedence 6 between any two 
events e and f is defined as follows: 
e @fif CTZME,(f) d TIME,(e). 
(E, <) form an irreflexive poset. 
The sum g of two events e andf has the property that g is initiated whenever e is 
initiated or whenever f is initiated and the observed termination times of g is the 
corresponding observed termination times of e orf: The TIME, sequence of g is the 
merge sequence of the TIME, sequences of e and j i.e., g = e +f if 
l LCOUNTl (g)= LCOUNT, (e)+ LCOUNTl (f) and 
l LCOUNT2(g)=LCOUNT,(e)+LCOUNT2(f); or 
l COUNT,(g)=COUNT,(e)+COUNT,(f) and 
l COUNT,(g)=COUNT2(e)+COUNT2(f); 
For any event e, we define integer events f=e+ i as follows: 
[TZME,(f)(n+i)=TZMEI(e)(n) and 
CTZME,(f)(n+i)=CTZME,(e)(n), HEN, 
TZME,(f)(k)=CTZME,(f)(k)= -co, k d i]. 
If the different occurrences of an event are nonoverlapping then the event is called 
single occurrent event. For those events, [ TIME1 (e + 1) > CTZME, (e)]. 
An event f is called a subevent of e, f~ e, if there exists an increasing function 
r:R+i such that [TZME,(f)=TZME,(e)or] and [CTZME,(f)=CTZME,(e)or]. 
An event f is called a partial event of e if 
[TIME,(f) 3 TIME,(e)] and [CTZME,(f) < CTZME2(e)] 
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3. Choice operator 
In this section, we introduce a choice operator within the formalism. For two events 
e andf; g is an event such that the nth occurrence of the event g is either the nth 
occurrence of the event e or the nth occurrence of the eventf: We use e @fto denote 
the class of all such events. 
e@f={g~3r,,r,~ZNC such that 
TIME1(g)or, = TZMEl (e)orl and 
CTIME2(g)or1 = CTIME2(e)or, and 
TIME,(g)or, = TIME, (f)or2 and 
CTZME2(g)or2 = CTIME2 (f )or2 and 
range(rl)nrange(r2)= (0, + co} and 
range(r,)urange(r2)= Q } 
Since e Ofdefines a class of events, an element of this class represents a nondetermin- 
istic choice between the events e and5 This operator is also useful in specifying the 
behavior of mutually conflicting events. 
Theorem 3.1. For events e,f; gEE, let e -G g and f -=s g. Let aEe Of: Then a < g. 
Proof. To prove a <g, we have to prove that 
TIME,(a)(n) 3 CTZME,(g)(n) VII. 
Since aEe Of; 
TIME, (a)(n) is either TIME,(e)(n) or TIME, (f)(n). 
But, e 4 g and f4 g. That is, 
TIME,(e)(n) 3 CTIME,(g)(n) Vn, 
TIME, (f)(n) 3 CTZME,(g)(n) Vn. 
Hence the result follows. 0 
Theorem 3.2. Let e,f; g EE such that gee Of: Then there exists events e’ and f ‘GE such 
that e’ G e, f' of; and g=e’+f’. 
Proof. The event g is a member of e@f: Then, by definition, 3 functions rl and 
r,EINC, such that 
TIME1 (g)or, = TIME1 (e)orl, 
CTZME2(g)orl = CTZMEz(e)or,, 
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TZME1(g)orz = TIME, (f)or2, 
CTlMEz(g)or2=CTZME2(f)or2. 
Let e’=eor, andf’=pr,. Clearly, e’ G e andf’ E$ Further, e’ G g and f’ 5 g. Due to 
the condition, 
ranger(rl)nrange(r2)= (0, + co}, 
e’ +f’ c g. Due to the condition, 
range(r,)urange(r,)= Kl, 
g G e’ +f’. Hence, g = e’ +f’. q 
Theorem 3. Let e,f;gEE, pEe@g and qEf@g.e<f=p<q ife<g, g<f and g is 
instantaneous (nondurational). 
Proof. Let e < g, g 6 f and g is instantaneous. To prove, p -+ q, we need to show that 
TIME, (p)(n) 2 CTZME2(q)(n) Vn. 
Since pee 0 g, 
and 
TIME,(p)(n) is either TZMEl(e)(n) or TZME,(g)(n), 
CTZME2(q)(n) is either CTZME,(f)(n) or CTZME,(g)(n). 
There are four cases to consider. 
Case 1: TZME,(p)(n)= TZME,(e)(n) and CTZME,(q)(n)=CTZME,(f)(n). 
Since e @f, 
TIME,(e)(n) 2 CTIME2(f )(n) 
and hence TZME,(p)(n)>,CTZME,(q)(n). 
Case 2: TZME,(p)(n)= TIME,(e)(n) and CTZME,(q)(n)=CTZME,(g)(n). 
Since e 6 g, 
TZME,(e)(n) >, CTZME,(g)(n) 
and hence TZME,(p)(n) 3 CTZME,(q)(n). 
Case 3: TIME,(p)(n)= TZME,(g)(n) and CTZME,(q)(n)=CTZME,(f)(n). 
Since g -Gf, 
TIM-b (g)(n) 3 CTZME2(f )(n) 
and hence TIMEI 2 CTZME2(q)(n). 
Case 4: TZME,(p)(n)= TIME,(g)(n) and CTZME,(q)(n)=CTZME,(g)(n). 
Since g is instantaneous, 
TIME1 (g)(n)= CTIM&(g)(n) 
and hence TIME,(p)(n) > CTZME,(q)(n). q 
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Theorem3.4 Lete,f;g,h~E,andleta~e@g,b~f@h.e<~g~h~a<bife~hand 
S-G 
Proof. Let e @f, g G h, e @ h and g 4jI To prove TIME, (a)(n) 3 CTZME,(b)(n) Vn. 
Since aEe@g, TIME,(a)(n) is either TIME,(e)(n) or TIME,(g)(n), and bcf 0 h 
means that CTZME,(b)(n) is either CTZME,(f)(n) or CTZME,(h)(n). There are four 
cases to consider. 
Case 1: TZME,(a)(n)= TIME,(e)(n) and CTZME,(b)(n)=CTZME,(f)(n). 
Since e -%f; 
TIME1 (e)(n) 2 CTZMb (f )(n) 
and hence TZME,(a)(n) 3 CTZME,(b)(n) 
Case 2: TIME,(a)(n)= TZMEl (e)(n) and CTZME,(b)(n)=CTZME,(h)(n). 
Since e 6 h, 
TIME1 (e)(n) B CTZMEP (h)(n) 
and hence TIME, (a)(n) 3 CTZME, (b)(n) 
Case 3: TIME, (a)(n) = TIME1 (g)(n) and CTZME, (b)(n)= CTZMEz (f )(n). 
Since g <f; 
TZM-b (g)(n) 2 CTZM& (f)(n) 
and hence TIME1 (a)(n) 3 CTZME, (b)(n) 
Case 4: TZME,(a)(n)= TIME1 (g)(n) and CTZME,(b)(n)= CTZME,(h)(n). 
Since g < h, 
TIME1 (g)(n) 2 CTZMG (h)(n) 
and hence TIME, (a)(n) 3 CTZME,(b)(n) 0 
4. Refinement of events 
A finite set of events {e,, e2, . . . , e,} 1s called a refinement of an event e, denoted as 
ref(e), if 
TZME,(e)=Min{TZME,(e,), TZME,(e,), . . . . TZME,(e,)} 
CTZME,(e)= Max (CTZME2(e,), CTZME2(e2), . . . , CTIME,(e,)} 
Proposition 4.1. Zf {e 1 , e2, . . . , e,} is a rejinement for an event e then ei is a subevent of 
e for 1 didn. 
The following two theorems show that the precedence relation is preserved under 
event refinement. 
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Theorem 4.2. Let e, fE E suck that e <S, and let ref(e) = {e,, e2, . . . , e,}. Then ei @ ffor 
1 <i<n. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Theorem 4.3. Let e, fE E suck that f 4 e, and let ref(e) = {e,, e2, . . . , e, }. Then f < ei for 
l<idn. 
Proof. Straightforward. 0 
Example. Consider the design of a sender which reads data and sends the data to 
a receiver. 
At the first level of specification, we define events read and send as follows: 
l read: The event of reading data by the sender. 
l send: The event of sending data by the sender to the receiver. 
The relation between the two events that specify the behavior of the sender is 
send < read. 
At the next level of specification, the event send may be refined to consist of two events 
prepare-sending and carry-out-sending: ref(send)= {prepare-sending, carry-out- 
sending). 
If the relation between the two events prepare-sending and carry-out-sending is 
carry-out-sending 4 prepare-sending, the specification of the sender becomes carry- 
out-sending 4 prepare-sending < read, cf. Fig. 1. 
The event prepare-sending may be refined to contain two events prepare-data and 
get-permission, and the two events can happen simultaneously, cf. Fig. 2. 
Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3. 
---I carry out sending 
The specification for the sender is carry-out-sending < prepare-data 4 read and 
carry-out-sending 4 get-permission 4 read. 
If the data is to be chosen from the data read from either one of two channels, then 
the event read can be refined to contain events read-channel1 and read-channel2, cf. 
Fig. 3. The specification for the sender is carry-out-sending < prepare-data < read- 
data and carry-out-sending < get-permission 6 read-data, where read-dataEread- 
channel1 @ read-channel2. 
5. Multiple copy update problem in distributed databases 
For our discussion in this section, the notion of a database is a set of data items 
without regard to the granularity of data items. At any instant, an item Ui can take 
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a value VALUE(Vi) from a domain DOM(Ui). A transcation is a sequence of read/write 
operations enforced by admissible queries in the system. In a fully redundant distrib- 
uted database system, each site has a complete copy of the database and VALUE(u;) 
denotes the value of ith data item at the sth site. At any instant, it may be insisted that 
an access to the database should see the same information regardless of which copy is 
accessed. This is a strong condition requiring complex and costly coordination 
mechanisms. A somewhat weaker condition is the notion of database consistency 
incorporating two aspects: mutual consistency of redundant copies and internal con- 
sistency of each copy. 
Mutual consistency requires that at any time all database copies are identical. In 
practice, this is difficult to achieve. Hence a weaker version of mutual consistency is to 
require that when all transactions are completed, multiple copies must converge to the 
same final state. 
Internal consistency brings out two issues: semantic integrity and serializability. 
The task of enforcing semantic integrity is not specific to distributed databases and so 
is not considered as an issue here. That is, we assume that each transaction preserves 
the integrity of the database. A concurrent transaction set preserves internal consist- 
encies only if there is a sequential order for the atomic components of the transaction 
preserving the required integrity constraints; in this case, the transactions are said to 
be serializable. Towards axiomatizing mutual consistency and serializability, the 
events are defined next. 
Assumptions 
(1) There are n sites and each site has a database copy and a controller for 
obtaining permission to schedule the processing of a transaction. The database copies 
have m variables ul, u2, . . . , v, and the variable vi at the sth site is denoted VT. 
(2) Each site has a storage processor and is responsible for manipulating data in 
that site. 
(3) Only those data items bound to a transaction can be changed by an execution of 
that transaction. 
We define the following events: 
l submiti:event that a transaction is submitted to the access controller Ci at the ith 
site. 
l execute,: event that a transaction is being executed at the ith site. 
l update;: event that a transaction submitted to the ith site is taken up for updating 
the local copy of the database at the jth site, j # i. 
Specijication of mutual consistency 
Let c;:fi+fi such that ci(t)=COUNT2(ASSZGN(u$))(t), t30, k= 1, . . ..m and 
s= 1, . . . , n. (The number of times a variable is updated need not be the same in all 
sites). At any time t, l<i#j<n and Vk, l<kdm 
COUNT2(Csubmiti)(t)=COUNT,(Zexecutei)(t) 
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=COUNTz(~executei)(t)=COUNTI c updatej+executej (t) 
i#j 
= COUNT,( 1 updatej+executej (t) 
i#j 
*VALUE(v:)(c:)= VALUE(u;)(C;)= ..* = VALUE(v;)(c;). 
SpeciJcation of serializability 
The distributed execution of transactions is serializable if there is a sequen- 
tial schedule (consistent with integrity constraints) for the execution of transac- 
ions such that the sequence of values taken by a data item at any site during the 
original execution of the transactions is a subsequence of the values taken by the same 
data item in the serial execution of the transactions. Hence, VALUE 
(t$)=VALUE(Ui)oq~, where q:: 6 + f% is a nondecreasing function, 1 <idm, and 
1~2 kdn. Here, if e denotes the serialized executions then ucs are assumed to be 
modified due to e. 
Specification of starvation-free system 
A transaction should be committed within a finite amount of time. That is, 
[ TZME,(submiti)(k) < r~] +[TIME, (update;)(k) <-CO, Vj # i] and 
[TIME1 (executei) < CO], l<i<n, k>l. 
Next, we discuss a simple synchronous algorithm for solving this problem 
and provide a formal proof of its correctness. It is assumed that for a given set 
of transactions, the ordering can be deduced from a tag attached to each transac- 
tion. The algorithm enforces a voting procedure based on message exchanging 
between controllers so that agreements on global sequence of transactions can be 
reached. 
An informal description of a synchronous voting algorithm 
At any time, the set of transactions in the system is assumed to be totally ordered. 
The ordering can be based on their time of arrival. That is, if a transaction T, is 
submitted earlier than T2 then TI has higher priority than T2. If TI and T2 are 
submitted at two different sites Ci and Cj at the same time, then T, has higher priority 
than T2 if i < j and viceversa. When a request T is submitted to a site, the controller 
broadcasts a vote for this transaction, if it has not already initiated a voting for 
a previous transaction. The receiving site compares the priority of T with the priority 
of each incomplete transaction at that site. If T has higher priority, then a vote is 
broadcast to all sites; otherwise, T is queued. Whenever every site receives (n - 1) votes 
for a transaction, the transaction is executed on that site. After completing the 
execution, end-signals are broadcast. After receiving (n- 1) end-signals, a site pro- 
cesses the transaction of next highest priority. 
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5.1. A formal spec$cation of the algorithm 
Dejinition of Events 
sendij: event that Ci sends a request for voting to Cj, i fj. 
nextij: event that the request for voting goes from Ci to Cj, i fj. 
getij: event that Cj receives the request for voting from Ci, i #j. 
ackik : event that Cj sends an acknowledgement to C, for a transaction submitted to 
Ci, j # k, i fj. 
backfk: event that the acknowledgement goes from Cj to Ck for a transaction 
submitted to Ci, i fj, j # k. 
dens:,: event that Ck receives the acknowledgement sent by Cj for a transaction 
submitted to Ci, i #j, j # k. 
send-end;,: event that Cj sends an end-signal to Ck for a transaction submitted to 
Ci, j # k. 
next-end:,: event that the end signal goes from Cj to Ck for a transaction submitted 
to Ci, j # k. 
get_endlk: event that Ck gets the end-signal from Cj for a transaction submitted to 
Cijfk. 
Informal and formal descriptions of steps 
(1) The controller Ci at the ith site sends a request to every other controller for 
voting on a new transaction submitted to it if 
(a) it has completed issuing end-signals to all other controllers for the previous 
transaction submitted at Ci. 
(b) it has received end-signals from all other controllers for the last transaction 
submitted at Ci. 
(c) there are outstanding transactions at Ci for execution. 
TIMEI(sendij)=max{ TIME,(submiti), max (TIME,(get_end&+ l), 
k#i 
TIME,(send_endik+ l)>}. (1) 
(2) The controller Cj at the jth site issues an acknowledgement (vote) to Ck for 
a transaction T submitted to Ci if: 
(a) among the requests submitted to the jth site, Cj does not have any outstanding 
(pending) transaction whose priority is greater than the priority of T. 
(b) among the incomplete transactions for which requests were received for voting 
by Cj from other sites, there is no transaction with priority greater than the priority 
of T. 
Let fj be the function which at any time t determines the number of completed 
transactions in the system from among those submitted to the jth site:fj:fi+ 6, 
fj=min min(COUNT2(send_endj,)), min(COUNT,(get_end$)) 
s ZJ s#j 
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and (fj + l)(t) =fj( t) + 1. Similarly, let gl be the function which at any time t determines 
the number of transactions completed in the system from among those submitted to 
rth site, r #j. gS:l7 -+ N, 
g;=min 
i 
min(COUNT, (send-e&j,)), min (COUNT, (get_endij)) , 
s#j s#j I 
and (gj+ l)(t)=g;(t)+ 1. 
Now we can formally state the conditions: 
COND,=[COUNT2(submitj)=fj] V [(COUNT2(sUbmitj) >sj) 
A ((TIME2(submitj)o(fj+ 1) 
> TIME, (submiti) LCOUNTZ (getij)) 
v ((TZME,(submitj)o(fj+ 1) 
= TIME, (sub&i)0 LCOUNT,(getij)) A (i <j)))] 
COND,=~\,+;[(COUNT~(get,j)=g>) v ((COUNTz(get,j)>gg) 
A (( TZME, (submit,)o(gS+ 1) 
> TIME2 (sub&i)0 LCOUNTZ (getij)) 
v ((TZME,(submit,)o(g5+ 1) 
= TIME2 (submit,)0 LCOUNTZ (getij)) A (i -=c r))))] 
Define events ej and hl, r #j, r = 1, . . , n, as follows: 
TIMEI( TZME,(ej)(n)=min{ti,fj(t)=n), 
TIME,(h~)(n)=TZME,(h~)(n)=min{tIg~(t)=n). 
Then. 
(2) 
(3) 
acki, =X + Y, 
where 
XE[getijI [CONDI A COND,]] and 
YE(ej+ C hg)([(COUNTz(getij)> COUNTl(ackji)) 
r+j 
A CONDl A COND,], k #j, i #j (4) 
(3) The storage processor at site i executes a transaction when Ci has received the 
acknowledgement from all other controllers. 
TIME1 (executei) = max { TIME2 (desnfi)). (5) 
J#i 
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(4) Storage processor at site j updates a transaction submitted to Ci when it has 
received the acknowledgements from the rest of the controllers and it has acknow- 
ledged the transaction to other controllers. 
TIME1 (update:) = max 
i 
max { TIME, (dens:j) 
k # i.j 
13 max 
k#j 
{ TIME2 (ackjk)} . 
(6) 
Relations among the events 
Ml getij < WXtij < Sendij, Vj # i; 
WI dens;, < backjk < ackjk, Qk # j, Vj # i; 
CH31 TIME, (send_endij) = TIME2 (executei), Vi, i # j; 
CH41 get_endij < next-endij d send-endij, Vi, i #j; 
Ml get_endjk d next_end:k < send_endlk, Vi, Vj # i, Vk fj; 
F-w TIMEl(send_endf,)= TZME,(update:), Vk #j, ‘dj # i, Vi. 
Proof of correctness 
We prove two lemmas and then show that the proof of correctness follows from 
these lemmas. 
Lemma 5.1 proves that the execution sequence corresponds to the total order 
imposed by the priority. Lemma 5.2 proves that the updates and execution of 
a transaction are completed before the update or execution of another transaction 
starts. Let T,, T,, . . . , T, be the sequence of transaction defined by the total ordering. 
Consider the event ui defined as follows: 
TZMEi(u,)=min { TZMEl(executei), TZME,(updutei)}, 
j#i 
TZME,(ui)=max{ TZMEP(executei), TZME,(updatei)}. 
j#i 
Lemma 5.1. Let the kth occurrence of ~ ui be the k,th occurrence of uj for some j, and 
the (k- 1)st occurrence of Cui be the k,th occurrence of u, for some r. Then 
TIMEz(submit,)(k2) < TIME,(submitj)(kl) 
or 
[TIME2(submit,)(k2)= TIME2(submitj)(kl)) A (r<j)]. 
That is, the transactions are executed in the decreasing order of their priority. 
Proof. If the result is not true, then 
TIME1 (ack&)(k2) 2 max max { TIME2 (get_end$)(kl)}, 
s#j 
max ( TZME2(send_end{,)(kl)} 
s#j 
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But, 
* [( TIME1 (ack~,)(k,) 3 TIME2 (executej)(kl)) 
A (TIME, (ackj,)(k,) 3 TZME,(updute;)(kl))] 
* TIME, (uckli,)(k,) 3 TZMEz(nj)(k,), 
TIME, (execute,)(k2) 3 TIME, (ack&)(k,) 
* TIME, (execute,)(k2) 2 TZME,(nj)(kl), 
TIME, (update:) 3 TZMEz(uck&)(k2), s # r, s #j 
(7) 
and 
TIME1 (update:) (k,) >, TIME, (uckli,)(k,). 
This gives 
TZME,(u,)(kz)3 TZME,(ack;s)(kz) 
3 TIME,(uj)(kl). 
* TZME,(Cui)(k-1)3 TZME,(Cni)(k) 
This contradicts the property that TIME, is an increasing function. Hence the lemma 
is proved. 
Lemma 5.2. The storage processor for site i processes Tj ifs processing of 
TI, T2, . . , Tj- 1 are completed. That is, both Ui and 1 Ui are single-occurrent events. 
Proof. From [H3], 
Vj#i, send_endij @ executei 
3 TIME, (send-endij) 3 TIME2 (executei) 
=S TIME, (send-endfj + 1) 3 TIME, (execute, + 1) 
=S max { TIME1 (send_endij+ l)} 2 TZME,(executei + 1). 
j#i 
From [H.5] and [H6] 
get_endjk 6 update;, Vk fj, Vj # i. 
3 TIME, (get-end:, + 1) > TIME, (update; + 1) 
=P TIME1 (get-endji + 1) 2 TZME,(updutej + l), j + i 
s 7;; ( TIME1 (get-endji + 1)) “7;; { TZMEz(updute$+ l)}. 
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From (l), we have for all j # i: 
TIME1 (sendij) 3 max { TIMEX (getLend$ + l), TIME2 (send_edij + l)} 
j#i 
> max {TIME2 (executei + l), max { TIME, (update$+ l)>} 
j#i 
But 
3 TIME2 (Ui + 1) 
3 .SOdij Q Ui + 1 
execute; 4 sendij 
and 
update: < sendij, j # i 
imply that 
Ui 6 sendij. 
Hence, 
which proves that Ui is single-occurrent. 
Next, we prove that CUi is a single-occurrent event; that is, 
TIME, (C~i)(k) 3 TIME,(Cui)(k- l), k~ 1. 
Let the kth occurrence of Cui be klth occurrence of Uj for some j and (k- 1)st 
occurrence of Cui be the k,th occurrence of u, for some r. It is known from Lemma 5.1 
that the transactions are executed in the decreasing order of their priority. So, from (4), 
for all s, 
TIME, (ackj,)(k,) > max 
i 
max { TZME2(get-endi,)(k 
S#r 
max { TIME2 (send_end:,)(k2)} 
S#F 
and 
+ TIME1 (acki,)(kl) > TZME2(execute,)(k2) 
TIME,(ack~,)(k,) >, TIMEl(update:(k2), r # s 
* TIME1 (ack;,)(kl) 3 TIME,(u,)(k2) 
Since 
TZME,(updatej)(kl) > TIME,(ackj,)(k,), 
TIME1 (executej)(kl)> TIMEz(ack;i,)(kl) 
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and from (6) 
TIME1 (update;) 3 TZME,(uck:‘,)(k,), 
it follows that 
min (TIME1 (executej)(kl), TIME1 (updatei)( 
>max(TZME,(uck;ii)(kl), TIME,(uckis)(kl)}. 
Hence 
TIMEI (uj)(kr) 2 TIME,(u,)(k,). 
That is, Cui is single occurrent. 
Finally, we prove that the algorithm specification is correct; that is, it meets the 
problem specification. 
Proof of mutual consistency 
Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 imply that transactions are executed in the order of their 
priority. Moreover, they prove that the execution and update corresponding to one 
transaction is done before the execution and update of another one starts. So, if at 
time t >O we have 
COUNT,(Cexecutei)(t)=COUNT2(Ce~ec~ei)(t) 
=COUNT,(Ci+jupdutej+executej)(t) 
=COUNT~(~,+jupdutej+executej)(t)=k 
then COUNTl(~UUi)(t)=COUNT2(Cui)(t)=k. Hence by Lemma 5.2 
COUNT, (Cui)oLASTl (ASSZGN(uj’)) 
= COUNT, (Cui)oLASTl (ASSIGN(of)) 
=COUNT,(CU~)OLAST~(ASSIGN(U~)) 
= k’, k’ < k. 
Hence 
COUNT,(ASSZGN(u;))(t)=k’, Vs. 
= Z’ALUE(oj)~COUNT2(ASSZGN(o;))(t)= VALUE(u;)(k’), Vs. 
That is, T,, is the last transaction that changed the value of uj at all sites. This proves 
the claim that for every variable Uj, 
VALUE(ui’)(k’)= VALUE(uf)(k’)= VALUE(u;)(k’). 
Proof of serializability 
Lemma 5.2 proves this. 
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Proof of starvation freeness 
We prove that 
V’i, k, TIMEz(Sub~~iti)(k) < CO j TIMEI( CO. 
Let TIME2 (Submiti) = t. This implies that 
LCOUNT~(~SU~WG~~)(~)=S<~, 
since only finite number of occurrences happen in a finite interval of time. Hence, 
TIME, (CUi)(S’)= TIME1 (ui)(k), S’ < S. 
Since Vr > 0, dur (1 Ui) (r) is finite, 
s-l 
TIME1 (CUi)(S’) d TZME2(S~bmiti)(k)+ C dur(x:i)(r)+St’, 
,= 1 
where t’ = 2 x (maximum communication delay between sites). 
Hence TIME1 (u,)(k)< 00. 
6. Concluding remarks 
As we have shown, the functional model presented here allows one to view the 
system at different levels of abstraction. Partial order based descriptions of concurrent 
systems and refinement of atomic actions in partial orders have been studied exten- 
sively [15,14]. Though we consider only the high level behavior of the system, the 
model is quite expressive. The model has a uniform mechanism for describing timing 
properties, concurrency within the system and synchronization. Further, the model 
facilitates formal analysis. Current work includes developing a verification tool for the 
formalism. 
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